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County of Santa Cruz
HEALTH SERVICES AGENCY

POST OFFICE BOX 962, 1080 EMELINE AVE., SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0962
TELEPHONE: (831) 454-4000 FAX: (831) 454-4770 TOD: (831) 454-4123

HEALTH SERVICES AGENCY
ADMINISTRATION

AGENDA: January 15, 2013

December 31,2012

Board of Supervisors
County of Santa Cruz
701 Ocean Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

SUBJECT: Los Altos Rod and Gun Club Environmental Status Report

Members of the Board:

On December 11,2012, your Board accepted and filed the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club
Health Risk Assessment (HRA) and Stormwater Environmental Action Plan (Action
Plan) reports. In order to allow additional time for further stakeholder review and staff
evaluation of the reports, your Board directed the Health Services Agency (HSA)
Environmental Health Services (EHS) to return on January 15, 2013, with a full report
on environmental issues related to the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club facility.

Background

In November 2011, a complaint was received by EHS alleging that heavy metals and
other pollutants from historical and ongoing operations at the Los Altos Rod and Gun
Club (Gun Club) were being carried offsite by storm waters and into Castle Rock State
Park. In response to the complaint, EHS collected water and sediment samples in
several locations downstream from the Gun Club property. The sample results indicated
that elevated levels of lead were present in the runoff water and creek sediments
downstream from an ephemeral drainage channel that flows from the Gun Club property
into Castle Rock State Park and ultimately to the San Lorenzo River. In response to
these findings, EHS required the Gun Club to develop an Action Plan and implement a
series of best management practices in order to control future offsite impacts due to
lead migration. Additionally, the Gun Club was asked to develop a Health Risk
Assessment (HRA) report to determine if current levels of lead and other pollutants
noted in previous samples posed an unacceptable health risk to human and ecologic
receptors within the State Park.
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The final HRA has been completed and was accepted by your Board on December 11,
2012. The report has been reviewed by County staff and interested community
stakeholders. The report results and conclusions are summarized as follows:

. A screening level review for threatened and endangered (T&E) species was

conducted as part of the HRA. The review concluded that since the overall range
of the three T&E species identified in the study whose habitat overlaps the areas
of study is much larger than the Gun Club drainage areas, the presence of lead
and a potential limited remediation would not likely impact those species.

. Lead was the only chemical carried into the risk characterization step since no
other chemicals were detected in the samples in excess of accepted
conservative environmental screening levels.

. A total of 17 soil/sediment samples were used in the HRA. These data were used

as the basis for determining the exposure point concentration of 1,404 mg/kg for
potential park hikers within a defined exposure area per California Environmental
Protection Agency guidance.

. The HRA conservatively assumes that the exposure period occurs solely within
the general area of the 17 sample locations, rather than within an entire park
hiking area and that hikers would spend approximately 25 percent of their time
off trail in the impacted creek channel area and 75 percent of their hiking time on
available trails.

· Site-specific risk-based concentrations (RBCs) were derived using predictive
modeling of blood lead levels. The model used was a Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC) model entitled Leadspread 8. Depending on the
assumed days of hiking, the RBCs for lead in sediments range from 2,159 mg/kg
for a young child hiking in the Park 52 days per year (once per week) to 26,513
mg/kg for an adult receptor hiking in the park 12 days per year (once per month).

. Based on analysis of the data, the report concludes that since the exposure point
concentration of 1,404 mg/kg for lead in the impacted Park soil/sediments is less
than the lowest RBC of 2,159 mg/kg for a child hiker, there are no significant
impacts to potential child or adult recreational users hiking in the Park.

The Action Plan completed by Turner/Maclane and also accepted by your Board on
December 11, 2012, indicates that other than the proposed drainage weir sediment
removal, all of the recommended best management practices were implemented prior to
the start of the rainy season. Sediment removal is on hold pending a determination by
the California Department of Fish & Game as to the need for a Stream-bed Alteration
Permit and approval of an Application for Riparian Exception by the Santa Cruz County
Planning Department. The Action Plan also describes the basics for an ongoing
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stormwater and soil monitoring plan to be carried out by a third party stormwater
sampling consultant in order to verify the effectiveness of the planned and completed
best management practices detailed in the report.

Conclusion and Recommendation

County staff review of the Gun Club's HRA and Action Plan and the attached statement
from HSA's risk-based consultant, Teri Copeland, confirm that there is no immediate
health or ecological risk related to the Gun Club's activities to the area downstream and
the surrounding environment. HSA recommends that ongoing additional activities
implemented by the Gun Club related to current or future Action Plans, including
planned sediment removal and stormwater and sediment monitoring activities, be
coordinated with EHS to ensure provision of adequate oversight.

It is, therefore, RECOMMENDED that your Board:

1. Accept and file this staff evaluation report on the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club
Health Risk Assessment and Stormwater Environmental Action Plan; and

2. Direct the Health Services Agency Environmental Health Services to continue

oversight of ongoing corrective actions and planned future monitoring programs
at the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club and report back on September 24, 2013, to
update your Board on the current status of these activities.

Sincerely, RECOMMENDED:

c /443,k ~-J
Susan A. Mauriello
County Administrative Officer

Giang 1. Nguyen
Health Services Agency Director

Attachments: Teri Copeland HRA Review Technical Memo

Cc: Los Altos Rod and Gun Club

California Department of Parks and Recreation
Community Association for Life in the Mountains (CALM)
Portola & Castle Rock Foundation
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5737 Kanan Rd. #182, Agoura Hills, CA 91301 . (818) 991-8240 phone (818) 991-8140 fax

Technical Memorandum

To: Mr. Tim Fillmore, R.E.H.S., Hazardous Materials Program Manager

Santa Cru County Environmental Health Services (EHS)

From: Teri Copeland, DABT, and Kur Fehling

Date: November 29, 2012

Re: Review of Health Risk Assessment Report, Los Altos Rod and Gun Club ( (Turer Maclane,
November 28,2012)

Per your request, we have reviewed the Health Risk Assessment (HR) referenced above. This
memorandur sumares the techncal assistace we provided to Turer Maclane prior to completion of
the final HRA, sumares the HR reviews conducted, and provides the results of our technical review of
the HR referenced above.

Summary of Technical Assistance and HR Reviews

As you are aware, prior to their completion of the HRA, we worked with Turer Maclane regarding the
following HR components:
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. Conducted a review of the analytcal data (including lab reports) to identify data usability issues that
ultimately required additional sampling and additional analysis by the lab.

Conducted the endangered species screening evaluation (Appendix A of the HRA) to support
elimination of quatitative assessment of ecological risk.

Conducted lead modeling to identify the site-specific risk-based soil concentrations to support the
risk characterization portion of the HR.

Reviewed the intial 95 percent upper confdence limit (VCL) calculations conducted by Turer
Maclane and ultimately provided calculations conducted by our team (Appendix D of the HR),
which included decisions by our statistician regarding which of the multiple UCLs provided in the
ProUCL output is most appropriate for use as the exposure concentration in the HR (the BCA
Bootstrap UCL).

Developed the conceptual site model that was used to identify the exposure scenaros and exposure
parameters for the HR. As there is no specific HR guidance for the exposure scenaro for this
site (recreational hikng), professional judgment was employed to determe the exposure
parameters used followig discussions with you and personnel from Turer Maclane. Based on
these discussions, the trail is the location where the hikg is priarly done in the park and the trail

.

.

.

.
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does not cross the creek bed. The trail has not been impacted by the offsite ruoff from the Gun
Club; only the small amounts of sediment in the creek bed have been impacted. The creek bed
locations within the park are somewhat diffcult to access as the terrain is steep, cobbled with large
rocks and boulders, and heavily vegetated. Additionally there is water in the creek bed only durig
portions of the year. Accordingly, hikers would have limited accessibility to the lead-impacted
sediment in the creek bed. Therefore, all parties agreed to a conservative assumption that 25% of a
hiker's time in the park would be spent in the creek bed (e.g., 52 days per year hiking in the park is
associated with a conservative assumption that 13 days of that time is spent "off-trail" in the creek
bed). This is a conservative assumption and meets the USEPA HRA criteria for a "reasonable
maximum exposure" scenaro.

We also conducted the following reviews and provided comments as follows:

· Reviewed drft sections of a preliminary HRA and provided comments and recommended edits

using the Word version of that HR and the redline-strkeout mode. These were provided to EHS
and Turer Maclane via email on November 10,2012.

· Reviewed a draft HR dated November 15,2012 and provided comments to EHS via a technical
memorandum dated November 19, 2012.

· Reviewed a fial HR dated November 20,2012 (received via email November 21,2012) that

incorporated essentially all of our November 19,2012 comments. We recommended minor edits via
email to EHS and Turer Maclane on November 27,2012.

· Reviewed the revised fial HRA dated November 28,2012, which included the recommended
mior edits.

Conclusions

Based on our review of the final HR dated November 28,2012, we have no fuer comments. The HRA
is complete, scientifically defensible, and may be used to support risk management decisions for the site.

Page 2 of2
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Terry Dorsey

From:
:ent:

fo:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Leopold

Monday, January 14, 2013 8:40 AM
Terry Dorsey
FW: January 15th Supervisor hearing
ParkPhotos.zip; Review of LARGC HRA Memo_01 0413.pdf; Table4.jpg; sample location

. map-data table (1 ).pdf; Supervisors of Santa Cruz County.docx

Can you share this with all Supervisors. Thanks

John Leopold
Santa Cruz County Supervisor, i st District
83 I -454-2200
john.leopo Id@co.santa-cruz.ca.us

s';

From: Gretchen (mailto:gretchen@cruzio.com)
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 9:13 AM

To: John Leopold; Bruce McPherson; Neal Coonert
Subject: RE: January 15th Supervisor hearing

Dear Supervisors McPherson, Leopold and Coonerty;

My Name is Gretchen Bronstein and I'm neighbor of Castle Rock State Park. I hike there a lot
'long with thousands of other hikers and rock climbers year round. It's a beautiful park with
cunning views of the Monterey Bay and lovely campground. It is a highly popular park with

hikers waiting for a parking spots to open up on Skyline Blvd.

I would like to submit this letter to be included for items 44 and 45 of the January 15th hearing
regarding Los Altos Rod & Gun Club.

I'm writing to address the intensification of the gun club plus the Hazardous LEAD and NOISE
pollution at Castle Rock coming from the gun club. And to debate the Health Risk Assessment
performed by Turner MaClane.

Driving south on Skyline Blvd. from Hwy 9 you'll see a sign the says:
"ENTERING SAN LORENZO RIVER WATERSHED. KEEP IT CLEAN"
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A few hundred feet passed this sign is the entrance to the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club,
Headwaters of the San Lorenzo River Watershed.
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The NOISE from the gun club has intensified exponentially in recent years. They have over 120
shooting positions plus skeet shooting. That's 4 times as many as Sunnyvale (at Stevens

Canyon) and Morgan Hill Coyote Clay ranges with under 30 positions.

It literally sounds like a non-stop fireworks finale all weekend long from 9:00AM to 5:00PM.
Massive gunfire can be heard along the Ridge trail from Goat Rock to the Campground plus
Saratoga Gap and Loghry Woods trails. Also the newly opened trails (via Sempervirens) off
Hwy 9 sounds like a battlefield!!

.,
-~
t: The EPA was alerted November 2011 with concern about Lead from the gun club polluting the

San Lorenzo River Watershed and Castle Rock State Park. Tests were performed by Santa Cruz
Environmental Health last January and March revealing hazardous amounts of lead in the park.

A Health Risk Assessment was performed by Turner MaClane hired by the gun club. I would like
to debate this assessment.

'he Assessment is incorrect about human exposure to Lead with regard to a creek tested to
contain 460 mg/kg of Lead. It states: "Access to the creek bed locations within the Park is considered

to be diffcult as the terrain is steep, cobbled with large rocks and boulders, and well vegetated." And "Due to
the diffcult access to the creek bed (which is otTthe trail), it is assumed that 25 percent otthe time hikers visit
the Park, they travel off-trail into the creek bed area."

THIS CREEK IS NOT OFF TRAIL, IT DIRECTLY FLOWS THROUGH LOGHRY WOODS AND
SARATOGA GAP TRAILS. Easy hikes compared to the rest of the park.
Here are a couple of photos showing how easy it is to walk into the creek:

Loghry Woods Bridge tested to have 460 mglead concentration soil test. 9 ug/L water test.
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Saratoga Gap trail Frog Flat Camp area. This creek ,water wa s not tested.
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rhe Assessment states:
"The .creek is ephemeral and is not a source of drinking water."
This creek feeds into Craig Spring used for drinking water at the campground.

The assessment Excludes ALL Ecological Receptors. Even the Endangered red & yellow legged
frogs and tiger salamanders are dismissed. The entire food chain of Wildlife does not matter to
this assessment. Only Humans matter.

The assessment Excludes the Water sample test results performed by the County's
Environmental Health last January and March. The soil test results were included but not the
Water results. Please see attached Water test results showing:

S-l water sample is listed as having 110 ug/L amounts of DISSOLVED LEAD, 3+ times over the
Not to be exceeded in Aquatic Life Habitats.

S-3 water sample is listed as having 330 ug/L amounts of DISSOLVED LEAD, 10+ times over the
Not to be exceeded in Aquatic Life Habitats.

These are the missing test results from the assessment for Water:
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Los Altos Rod and Gun Club. Table 1

Water Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in ~tg/L (micrograms/liter)

Map Sample Sample Date Dissolved Detection
Total Lead

Location Number sampled Lead Limit

S-1 51\",1 1/24/2012 160 110 0.2

5-2 S2W 1/24/2012 NO NO 0.2

5-3
I

S3W
I

1/24/2012
I

440
I

330
I

0.2

5-4 S4W 1/24/2012 0.23 NO 0.2

S-5 WI 3/20/2012 9 3.5 0.2

S-6 W2 3/20/2012. 9.3 3.2 0.2

Action Level - Public Drinking Water 15 15

Residential ESL (Environmental Screening
2.5 2.5

Levell
Metal Cone. Not to be exceeded in

30 30
Aquatic life Habitats (Basin Plan)

This is soluble Lead flowing down the San Lorenzo river, leaching into the soil and
, groundwater.

Tt'S time to do the right thing and hold the Los Altos Rod and Gun Club accountable for the
nassive amounts of HAZARDOUS LEAD they have been shooting into Castle Rock State Park for

decades and ENFORCE them to get Hazardous Lead out of our park and watershed. Let's
protect and preserve Castle Rock State Park and our San Lorenzo River Watershed.

Also please see attachments and more photos of the watershed from this link:
https://picasaweb.google.com/1 1 1 614561289205774 712/Log hryWoodsTrai l?authkey=Gv1 sRgCNm4 jYugw

~ Y6IXQ#

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Bronstein
Neighbor of Castle Rock State Park and the gun club
408-307-0786
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Approximate soil and surface water sample locations, One soil and one water sample was collected at each location.
Samples i -4 were collected on January 24, 2012 by EHS staff, Samples 5-6 were collected on March 20, 20 I 2 by EHS staff,
See Table i for sample results.



los Altos Rod and Gun Club. Table 1

Water Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in Ilg/L (micrograms/liter)

Map Sample Sample Date
Total Lead

Dissolved Detection
Location Number Sampled Lead Limit

5-1 S1W 1/24/2012 160 110 0,2

5-2 S2W 1/24/2012 ND ND 0,2

5-3 S3W 1/24/2012 440 330 0.2

5-4 S4W 1/24/2012 0.23 ND 0.2

5-5 W1 3/20/2012 9 3,5 0,2

5-6 W2 3/20/2012 9.3 3,2 0.2

Action Level - Public Drinking Water 15 15

Residential ESL (Environmental Screening
2,5 2.5

Levell
Metal Cone. Not to be exceeded in

30 30
Aquatic Life Habitats (Basin Plan)

Soil Sample Results
Laboratory Analytical Results

in mg/kg (milligrams/kilogram)

Map Sample Lab Sample Date
Total Lead

Waste Detection
Location Number Sampled Extraction Test Limit

5-1 sis 1/24/2012 1,800 - 2,0

5-2 525 1/24/2012 7.7 - 2.0

5-3 535 1/24/2012 3,100 - 2,0

5-4 545 1/24/2012 9.8 - 2.0

5-5 51 3/20/2012 290 20 mg/I 2,0

5-6 52 3/20/2012 250 8.6 mg/I 2,0

Residential ESL 200

Hazardous .Waste - TTLC * 1,000

Hazardous Waste - STLC ** 5 mg/I

Notes:

** Total Threshold Limit Concentration for hazardous waste determination

*** Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration for hazardous waste determination

NO = Not Detected



Terry Dorsey

rrom:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attchments:

John Leopold

Monday, January 14, 2013 8:40 AM
Terry Dorsey
FW: January 15th Supervisor hearing
CastleRockSP _Rule_and_Reviews,docx

And this as welL. ...

John Leopold
Santa Cruz County Supervisor, i st District
831-454-2200
jo hn.leopo Id@co.santa-cruz.ca. us

From: Gretchen (mailto:gretchen@cruzio.com)
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 9:40 AM

To: John Leopold; Bruce McPherson; Neal Coonert
Subject: RE: January 15th Supervisor hearing

Also, please include additional attachment with reviews of the park regarding gunfire noise pollution.

Thank you!
Gretchen



http://www.parks.ca.gov/?page id=21300

~..
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Rules and Regulations Summary
California State Parks has rules and regulations to protect park areas for the enjoyment of future generations as well as for the
convenience and safety of the park visitors, To ensure your visit is a pleasant one, please observe the following:

NATURAL SCENERY. PLANTS AND ANIMAL LIFE are the principal attractions of most state parks, They are integral parts of the
ecosystem and natural community. As such they are protected by Federal, State and Park laws. Disturbance or destruction of these
resources is strictly forbidden,
LOADED FIREARMS AND HUNTING are not allowed in units of the State Parks System, Possession of loaded firearms or air rifles is
prohibited. Exceptions are for hunting in recreation areas that have been designated by the State Park and Recreation Commission.
DEAD AND DOWN WOOD is part of the natural condition, Decayed vegetation forms humus and assists the growth of trees and other
plants, For this reason the gathering of down wood is prohibited, Fuel is sold in the parks for your convenience, (When considered a
hazard, down wood is removed by park personneL.)
FIRES are permitted only in facilities provided for this purpose. This is necessary to prevent disastrous fires. Portable stoves may be
used in designated areas. It is the responsibility of every visitor to use extreme caution with any burning materials, including tobacco. All
fireworks are prohibited,
ANIMALS, including cats, can not be turned loose in park units. All animals, other than grazing animals, must be under immediate,
physical control. Dogs must be on a tended leash no more than 6 feet or confined in an enclosed vehicle, tent or pen. Unless posted to
the contrary, dogs, other than those that assist the permanently disabled, are prohibited on trails, beaches, and wherever posted,
Visitors with vicious, dangerous, noisy, or disturbing animals will be ejected from park units.
NOISE. ENGINE DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATORS which can disturb others, may be operated only between the hours 10:00 a.m,
and 8:00 p.m, Loud disturbing noise is prohibited at all times, and is disturbing those asleep between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
ALL VEHICLE TRAVEL must be confined to designated roads or areas. The speed for all vehicles is 15 miles per hour in camp, picnic,
utility or headquarters areas and areas of general assemblage, Parking is permitted only in designated areas, Blocking parking spaces
is prohibited.
CAMPSITE USE must be paid for in advance, To hold a campsite, it must be reserved or occupied, To prevent encroachment on others
the limits of each campsite may be regulated by the District Superintendent. Checkout time is 12:00 NOON, In order to provide for the
greatest number of visitors possible the CAMPING LIMIT in anyone campground is 30 days per calendar year,
REFUSE, including garbage. cigarettes, paper boxes, bottles, ashes and other rubbish, shall be placed only in designated receptacles,
Your pleasure and pride in your parks will be enhanced when they are kept clean.

LEASE clean up after yourself so that others may enjoy the beauty of these parks

http://www.redwoodhikes.com/Skyline/CastleRock.htm I

The Saratoga Gap Trail offers sweeping views of the Santa Cruz Mountains

Castle Rock is an imensely popular park. Perhaps hal of al visitors to the park are rÇlck clibers,
carg big pads and other equipment, here to clib the large craggy tufa fonnations. The other hal
are hiers here to see the wateifal although in sumer it's only a trckle; and the magncent
panoramc view of the San Lorenzo River Valey from one of the highest spots in the Santa Cru
Mountais, with the fog-shrouded Pacifc Ocean in the distance,

A dj ac ent to Castle Ro ck is the Lo s Alto s Ro d and Gu Club, which has the e sho otig range s that
are open to the public from 9 to 5 evety Thursday though Sunday (9 to 4 in the witer). The nonstop
sound of~s from ths range disrupts the peacefuess of alost al hig trais in the South
Skylie region, as far nort as Russian Ridge OpenSpace Preserve (at Alpine Road, above Palo Alto)

and as far west as Portola Redwoods State Park. The Castle Rock campgrounds are especialy badly
afected durg shootig hours, Surrisingly, though you can't hear the fig range at al from the
Saratoga Gap Trai since it's shielded by a ridge,

Other than the S arato ga Gap Trai Castle Ro ck do e sn't have a whole lot of go 0 d hig; a lot of

people seem to come here just to fid a spot to sit and enjoy the view, Much of the park outside the
Saratoga GaplRdge Trai loop is covered with tanoak-domiated woods that are dr-lookig and not

especialy interestig, What's more, the sound of gue makes it hard to enjoy a wal.

nttp: 1/ www.yelp.com/b i z/ ca st I e-rock -stat e- pa rk -los-gatos? sta rt=40
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Dory 8,
San Francisco, C,A

DDDDD 11/26"2008

Castle Roc~: is one of my favorite places to hike (and yes, I say that about pretty' much every
hike I write about, but it's true), Unlike nearby Big Basin, you won~ see those huge
wateñalls (Castle Rock Falls is usually just a trickle), but you v.¡on~ ~iave to trek 11 miles,
either,

The 5-6 mile loop starts off at the Saratoga Gap TraiL. It's a rolling trail - not too many steep
parts, but you're tìigh enough up to take in some really pretty' vi e'iivs , Take the Ridge Trail
back, Thanks to a s~iooting range nearby 'y'o u 'ii heargrJd shots, 'I'v~iich is kind of annoying-
li~:e hiking t~iroug~i a war zone, There's an overlook ,iust before Goat Rock which is an ideal
lunctì spot.

I\le climbed here several times, too, It's a great place to learn 'with plenty' of easy tOutes,
than~:s to the Swiss cheese-Ii~:e rock, Ttie Bay Area Outdoor Adventure Club frequently
offers lessonS t'iere (sign up on tl-ieir website).

r'Jo dogs allowed,

Was this review,.. ? Useful (3) Funny (1) C,)col (3)

h Bookmark L" Send tco a Friend It, Link to This Review /:i~d O';\rIi~f COfiìtTlf!nt

t 9

022

¡'.yleW.
Redllotood Ctty, C,A

DDDCD 9/2'12007

This is one of my favorite places to go hiking in Uie Bay Area. Castle Rock offers trails for
those who are in good shape, not really for beginners, Tte park has rock climbing, great
panoramic views, sandstone formations, wateñalls and overall just gorgeous scenery, I
really want to tackle the Skyline-to-the-Sea trail that starts at the top of Skyline and drops you
off at the Pacific Ocean J Highway 1 (32 miles total), nie only odd thing, there is a ru J
shooting range about 1 mile away so you do tìear shots being fired from time-to-time, can
be a bit disconcerting when comrnuning Witlì nature, especially towards the end of the day
when they are firing off their last bit of ammo - makes you almost want to hit the ground for
cover!

i have done quite a bit of hiking in the Bay Area and tlìis truly is one of the most gorgeous
places to go,

There is a day fee of $6,

\l\as this review.., ? Useful ,() Funny Cool (2)
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I'm a novice backpacker, and this was the perfect length hike in and out for me. The trails
run a total of 22 miles to the sea, but the distance to tt)e first set of campgrounds (Castle
Rock Camp, or something obvious like that) is a tolerable 3 miles, Being a victim of San
Francisco "summer" fog, I was grateful for the blazing Jul¡i sun on our hike in, although it did
get a tad sweaty for the first day of a camping trip, Luckil¡i, the campgrounds have potable
water for tt)e spoiled backpacker like myself, There were quite a few "sho\o\iers",

rn)e hike, it should be noted, is spectacular and includes various bouts of shaded forest,
dry ridge, mind-boggling rock formations, and breatt1taking views,)

Frog Flats (the second part of the campground) is more remote, private and just generally
sweeter than the initial campsite, and INOrtt) the extra ,2 mile hike downhilL. We arrived on a
VVednesdav in high summer and didn~ see another soul fot over 24 hours, The second
night, anott)er group arrived, but they were perfect neigt',bors and there was still plenty of
privac¡r,

Detracting one point for the incessant RuJjshot sounds ricocheting off the canyon from the
nearb~' Rod & Gun Club (at 9 in the morning? reaIlV?) and the voracious mosquitoes and
flies, But reallv, I'd recommend this camping spot to anyone with confidence, It's relatively
close to the citi, but a world away in terms of IN eat her and scenery.

Was thisreview ..,? Useful (4) funny (1) Cool (1)
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Ttìis park is great because its so close to tI'le city and you dont need a reservation to camp
there! Woke up on a random Saturday and decided, let's get out of this cold city and go
backpac~:ing for the night. Threw our packs in the car and in a little more than an hour we
were hiking to our campsite, It's a great, easy one nigt1t backpacking trip, Perfectforfirst
timers, It's about 2,7 miles each way and it's a loop, so no retracing your steps, We were at
our site by 313m, set up camp and headed out for some more hiking without the packs. Got
some good use out of the trail map at the packing lot-- its only $2,

There are :3 sections of the campground all first corne first serÝe, Sites 1-6 are in an area
called frogs flat which is a bit more secluded from the main camp but the sites themselves
are exposed to the slW, Less trees, The sites at tbe main camp are nestled in the woods,
We stayed at #17 which is secluded at trie end of the campsite patb, We thought it was
great. #22 and #12 also looked cool. There is running water and a pit toilet at tbe
campground,

Why I took off a star:

One star off for the 99rt club that borders tt1e park. Ma,ior noise pollution, Guns go off all day
and serve as a soundtrack to your sta)i, Oh well, i guess the gun hobbyists have to go
somewhere, i did keep getting visions of bullets zinging past my head tbrough tbe forest.

Also, tbe rangers are a bit anaL. You are required to be at your site by sundown and they
have a list of everýone that registered, They come to check on you at night and tbey act all
suspicious as if they assume you are doing something wrong, It's not the rules that botl1er
me so much as their attitude. Big brother?

Was this review.., ? Useful J1) Funny' (1) Cool

¡;¡ Bookmail r..: Send to a Friend '~Linkto This Revie~" Add i)lt:Jni2r (:omrn~nt

http://www.bahiker.com/southbayhikes/castlerock.htm I

Ths park is popular with rock clibers, and can get busy in war weather, Voices
can far here, and the park also gets an unwelcome dose of noise pollution from the ~
club about 1 mie nort of the park entrance on Skylie Boulevard, I prefer visiti in
witer, when the views to the
west are clear, and the weather

cooL. The gu club is also quieter

in the witer, especialy if we ather
is cold and raiy. Keep in mid
that it can get bone-chiy cold
in ths par of the Santa Cru
Mountais, parcularly in the
heaviy forested area near the
mai park entrance, Temps in the
20s are not uncommon in the

witer months, and neither is
snow, Dress accordiy, and be

carefu on the roads, which can get icy,

http://www.everytrail.com/gu ide/ castle-rock -state-pa rk -loop-sa ratoga-ga p-a nd-ridge-tra ¡Is



Tips: Hiking poles come in handy on this hike,

Trail Camp is popular with local Scout troops, most of whom are returning on Sunday
mornings, The kids are generally well-betiaved, but they can move in large packs,

A Q,YIl club about a mile up the road is most audible on the Ridge Trail-- it's best to hike
this section of the trail last, so your hike does not open to the sound of gunfire,

Watch for poison oak on narrow sections of the traiL.

http://www.everytrail.com/best/h i ki ng -ca st Ie-rock -sta te-pa rk

Castle Rock Loop
by wooac on Jul 28, 2009
Castle Rock, California, United States
Hiking 15.7 miles

.'. """,~

~ ...,. .. ...

Standard Castle Rock Loop but the GPS failed to log for about an hour, It was hot, mid 80's, with less than a dozen
people on the trails, No campers at the Castle Rock Campgrounds but I could hear gm fire and semi-automatic
weapons fire from the Los Gatos Shooting Range next to the campsite,

http://www.everytrail.com/view trip.php ?trip id=1656409

Story
Departing from the Castle Rock State Park parking lot veered left onto the Saratoga Gap Trail which was great. The views
over the forested valley below were shrouded in fog but that burned off along the way, Although the view to Monterey Bay
remained elusive this day, After following Saratoga Gap Trail around to where it meets up with the Ridge Trail' found
myself at Castle Rock Camp which was completely deserted, The 1-5 campgrounds were prett exposed but then as i
wandered down to the 11-17 campgrounds i found them shaded and a perfect spot to sit and have lunch, Camp site #17
in particular was quiet and provided the nice solitude that I enjoy in the woods, Well, if you don~ count the mishots from
the nearby Los Gatos Rod & Gun Club, but I found that an interesting mix into the noise ofthe forest. In the distance'
could tiear some other folks obviously enjoying a bit to eat at a neighboring campground Oust the high peaks of laughter
could be heard), Following the Ridge Trail backto the parking lot became noticeably more crowded, A lot offolks were
headed out to Goat Rock where there were climbers and gawkers, The interpretive center was deserted so that provided
another nice quiet spot for a rest at a couple picnic tables in the shade of some trees,

All in all it was a really nice hike, I'm glad that I was out early since that helped avoid crowds, The parking lot had a line of
cars waiting for spaces when I left around 2:00 PM. I can see how this place would be crowded, especially when the Cub
Scouts or Boy Scouts are out there,

http://www.everytrail.com/g u id el castl e- rock -state-pa rk -100 p-sa ra toga-ga p-a nd - ri dge- tra i Is
Trail Camp is popular with local Scout troops, most of whom are returning on Sunday mornings, The kids are generally well-behaved,
but they can move in large packs,

A gun club about a mile up the road is most audible on the Ridge Trail -- it's best to hike this section of the trail last, so your hike does
not open to the sound of gunfire,
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Peter Littman, Environmental Investigation Services, Inc.
FROM: Charles E. Lambert, McDaniel Lambert, Inc.
DATE: January 4, 2013
RE: Review of Health Risk Assessment Report, Los Altos Rod and Gun Club (LARGC), Los

Gatos, California

McDaniel Lambert Inc., has reviewed the Health Risk Assessment Report (HRA), Los Altos Rod and Gun

Club (LARGC), Los Gatos, California. The LARGC is located at 14750 Skyline Blvd., in Los Gatos, California
adjacent to Castle Rock State Park (the Park). As stated in the HRA, in November of 2011, a complaint
was filed with the California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) which stated that firearm
shooting at the LARGC had resulted in lead and other metals and pollutants being deposited in a local
ephemeral stream. This resulted in inspections of the LARGC and surrounding park by the County of
Santa Cruz Health Services Agency Environmental Health Services (EHS) and subsequent soil and surface
water sampling. The following comments identify methods used in the HRA that may have potential for
significant impact on risk estimates for receptors around the LARGe. Our review of the HRA report
included a document search, and found that the Charles Derby Small Bore Range, a shooting range

located in Santa Cruz County, recently had been investigated and remediated according to Santa Cruz
County mitigation standards. At this similar site, the City of Santa Cruz Parks and Recreation

Department requested that a biotic characterization be completed by biologists to map species in the
vicinity of the gun range.1 When compared to this recent similar cleanup site within the County, the
LARGC site investigations performed to date do not appear to have adequately characterized the site,
evaluated ecological and human health risks, or identified remedial actions. Because of concerns about
the toxicity of lead to young children, clean-up levels usually are less than 1000 mg/kg in areas where
children may be present (Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program, California Health and Safety
Code (HSC; 105275 to 105310)).

1.0 Human Health Risk Evaluation

1.1 Conceptual Site Model
As stated in the HRA, the LARGC is adjacent to the Castle Run State Park (the Park) and the primary focus
was evaluating potential incidental contact with impacted soil and sediment by park visitors. Overall,
the CSM section is incomplete and does not support the exposure assumptions with sufficient evidence.
The site characterization typically includes characterizing the lateral and vertical extent of the impacted
media (soil, surface water, and/or groundwater) with a comprehensive sampling investigation. The
source area(s) of the offsite contamination do not appear to have been be adequately investigated.

lhttp://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca .gov / regulators/del iverable _ docu ments/3345960319/Pages%20from%20Biotic%20

Cha racterization%20Report -pa rt%20L. pdf



Pg. 2 - A CsM is 'used to identif potential exposure pathways'

The CSM should capture the relationship between contaminant sources and potential exposure
pathways. The CSM in the HRA does not identify all potential or suspected sources of contamination,
specifically the lead and PAH contaminated source areas on the LARGC property. Also, the CSM
discussion does not identify all the potential exposure pathways, and it is not clear which creek bed
exposure pathways are considered complete (i.e. incidental ingestion, dermal contact, inhalation of dust
in air from soil). All potential exposure pathways for the recreator should be described in this section,
and identified as complete, incomplete, or insignificant.

Pg. 2 - The CsM is limited to the creek bed itself because this is the only offsite medium impacted by the
surface runoff of chemicals of potential concern for the LARGe.

It is not clear why the CSM is limited to exposure to sediment in the creek-bed and does not include
potential exposure to soil along the creek banks, surface water in the creek, or soil in the surrounding
Park area since dust can travel from the creek to hiking trails and camping areas nearby. According to
the Turner/Maclane Storm water Environmental Action Plan, both sediment and surface water have
been impacted by lead: "the analysis of sediment samples indicated the presence of elevated levels of
lead in both sediment and water samples downstream from the lower weir."2 The HRA states that
surface water samples were collected for purposes of this assessment, but the water results are not
presented or discussed in the HRA. Since surface water reportedly is impacted and recreators who
come in contact with the creek bed also will have direct exposure to surface water, exposure pathways
associated with surface water should be evaluated in the HRA.

The other potential exposure medium not discussed in this section is airborne dust that can be
transported from the creek banks and LARGC source areas to the hiking trails and/or campground areas.
There is a lack of data to evaluate windblown dust in the hiking/camping areas where recreators would
have a higher exposure frequency and duration.

Pg. 3 -It is assumed that a child or adult visits the Park and hikes on the trail 12 to 52 days per year. Due
to the dificult access to the creek bed (which is off trail), it is assumed that 25 percent of the time hikers
visit the Park, they travel off-trail into the creek bed area.

A State Park map (Figure 1) of the area shows that the hiking trail crosses the creek at Loghry Woods
Bridge, where one of the sediment samples was collected from the creek bank. The Saratoga Gap Trail

allows recreators from the Castle Rock Trail Camp to access the creek near sample location #11 depicted
on Figure 3 of the HRA. Therefore, it does not appear that the creek is off trail or inaccessible to the
public. Creeks are desirable features for campers and hikers, and it is unreasonable to assume that
hikers would travel in and around the creek area only 25 percent of the time. In the absence of a site
visit, evidence that the creek is enjoyed by recreators is supported by Yelp reviews for Castle Rock TrailCamp3: .

We like to take some of the lower trails around the creeks and mossy paths...
Most of the area is really woodsy with a little creek and waterfall.

2 Turner/Maclane Environmental Consulting, Inc, Stormwater Environmental Action Plan Prepared For: Los Altos Rod & Gun

Club. November, 2012,
3 http://www.yelp.com/biz/ castle-rock-state-pa rk-Ios-gatos
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We follow the signs to Saratoga Gap. Along the way, the trail goes through shaded forest,
bridges, streams, and massive rock formations.

Yelp reviewers comment that this is "one of the best hikes Bay Area has to offer" and the popularity of
this recreational area should be considered when deciding on exposure parameters to ensure protection
of public health. A more reasonable exposure estimate of 30 to 60 days per year would result in
recreational lead screening levels of 931 mg/kg and 469 mg/kg, respectively. These screening levels
would be protective of avid hikers who frequent the park about once per week (60 days), as well as
campers who spend the maximum stay per year of 30 days, as allowed by California State Parks.4 The
site-wide UCL of 1,404 mg/kg exceeds both these screening level estimates.

1.2 Data

The HRA describes the sampling events for surface water and soil samples. Overall, the HRA does not
provide or a summary of these data or a clear rationale for excluding any of this data from the risk
assessment dataset.

Pg. 3 - The soil and sediments offsite in the Park creek area are the focus of the HHRA.

No explanation for excluding the surface water data is provided. Since both soil and sediment samples
are referenced, it would be clearer to the reader if it could be explained that the soil samples were
collected from the creek sidewalls/banks and the sediment samples were collected from the creek
bottom.

Pg. 5 - The carcinogenic PAH concentrations at the worst case location within the Park creek bed are

within Northern California range of concentrations.

The HRA compares the maximum creek-bed concentration of 2.6 mg/kg to the maximum background
concentration of 2.8 mg/kg for Northern California.s This type of single comparison method that
compares maximum concentrations is highly uncertain. A more reliable comparison method would be
to consider the distribution of PAHs at the site, and compare 95 percent UCL estimates in addition to the
observed range of minimum and maximum concentrations.

1.3 Risk Methodology

Site-specific risk-based soil concentrations were derived using predictive modeling of blood lead levels.

Pg. 6 - Models were run assuming that hikers/recreators visited the Park hiking trail 12 days/year, 26
days/year or 52 days/year....lt was conservatively assumed that a hiker would spend approximately 25
percent of the time in the impacted creek bed area and 75 percent of their hiking time on the trail.

The assumption that a hiker would spend 25 percent of the time spent by the creek is not adequately
supported, and a confidence limit or uncertainty discussion of this assumption is not provided. If hikers
spend approximately half of the time by the creek, the screening level is reduced to 1,079 mg/kg and
exceeded by the site-wide UCL estimate.

4 California State Parks, Park Rules, http://www.parks.ca.gov.
5 California Environmental Protection Agency (eal/EPA); Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSCl, 2009. Use of Northern

and Southern California Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) Studies in the Manufactured Gas Plant Site Cleanup Process.
July 1
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Moreover, more data are needed to characterize lead in airborne dust that could settle on the hiking
trails, particularly from the LARGC site itself, where the remaining 75 percent of the recreators time is
assumed to be spent.

2.0 Ecological Evaluation

The results of the screening level review (Appendix B) were based on a search of the California
Department of Fish and Game's database (BIOS) which identified three threatened and endangered

(T&E) species whose habitats overlap or are adjacent to the LARGC: California Red-Legged Frog,

California Tiger Salamander, and Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog. The evaluation concluded that, based on
the home ranges of these species, the presence of lead in the creek would not likely impact these
species.

Pg. 2 - The range of these species is much larger than the gun club and the creek, thereby limiting the
exposure time at these locations, so it is reasonable to conclude that the presence of lead in the creek,
and if conducted, a limited remediation would not likely impact these species.

The specific sizes of the ranges referenced above were not included in the report and no sources were
provided. The following information was identified through a literature search:

California Red-Legged Frog: Some frogs remain at breeding sites while others disperse to areas
within 2-3 km of a breeding site. Sometimes the non-breeding habitat is extremely limited in
size, e.g., a 1-2 m wide thicket along an intermittent creek.6

· California Tiger Salamander: During a 1-4 month tracking interval of adult salamanders, the
average distance traveled away from a breeding pond was 114 meters.7
Foothill Yellow-Legged Frog: Normal home ranges are probably less than 33 feet in the longest
dimension.s

In general, the three T&E species likely to inhabit the Park creek area have high site fidelity and occupy
small home ranges. The explanation for ruling out ecological risk based on home range is not
scientifically sound.

Additionally, the ecological screening level review does not consider potential exposure to the average
concentration of lead in creek soil/sediment. The USEPA has derived ecological soil screening levels
(Eco-SSLs) for lead that are protective of ecological receptors that might have contact with soiL. The Eco-

SSLs are conservative soil concentrations designed to be protective of ecological receptors that
commonly contact and/or consume soil biota, and have been derived for four ecological receptor
groups. The lead Eco-SSLs for plants, soil invertebrates, birds, and mammals are 120 mg/kg, 1,700
mg/kg, 11 mg/kg, and 56 mg/kg, respectively.9 Because the Site soil 95% UCL concentration for lead

(1,400 mg/kg) exceeds the Eco-SSL for three of the four trophic levels, further evaluation of this COPEC
is recommended.

6 AmphibiaWeb: Information on amphibian biology and conservation, 2012, Berkeley, California: AmphibiaWeb.

Available: http://amphibiaweb,org/' (Accessed: Dec 7, 2012).
7 AmphibiaWeb: Information on amphibian biology and conservation. 2012, Berkeley, California: AmphibiaWeb,

Available: http://amphibiaweb.org/. (Accessed: Dec 7,2012),
8 Morey, S, 2000, Foothil Yellow-Legged Frog, California Wildlife Habitat Relationships System, California Department of Fish

and Game, California Interagency Wildlife Task Group,
9 U,S, Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 2005, Ecological Soil Screening Levels for Lead, OSWER Directive 9285.7-70.
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3.0 Conclusions

McDaniel Lambert Inc., has reviewed the Health Risk Assessment Report (HRA), Los Altos Rod and Gun
Club (LARGC), Los Gatos, California. When compared to similar sites within the County, the LARGC site
investigations performed to date do not appear to have adequately characterized the site, evaluated
ecological and human health risks, or identified remedial actions.

Overall, the exposure' assumptions in the human health risk assessment are not supported with
sufficient evidence. The CSM is not presented in sufficient detail and does not identify all possible
sources or exposure pathways or justify the exclusion of certain media and/or pathways. It is
recommended that a more reasonable exposure assumption for this area would be 30 to 60 days spent
hiking in the Park (equivalent to lead screening levels of 931 mg/kg and 469 mg/kg, respectively).

Further, the ecological screening level review section of the HRA does not provide complete justification
to rule out risks to ecological receptors in the offsite Park creek area. It is recommended that a
Screening Level Ecological Risk Assessment (SLERA) be completed according to EPA's Ecological Risk
Assessment Guidance.lOoll As part of the SLERA, a biological resources assessment should describe the
environmental setting, including habitat types, observed species, and species likely to be present
including, but not limited to, any threatened and endangered species. This would be similar to what the
City of Santa Cruz has requested for similar sites. Since surface water reportedly is impacted and
recreators and ecological receptors that come in contact with the creek bed also would have direct
exposure to surface water, exposure pathways associated with surface water should be evaluated in
both the HRA and SLERA.

10 U,S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 1997, Ecological Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund: Process for

Designing and Conducting Ecological Risk Assessment. Interim Final, EPA-S40/R-97/006.
11 U,S, Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), 1998, Guidelines for Ecological Risk Assessment. Risk Assessment Forum,

Washington, DC. Final, EPA/630/R-95/002F,
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Alicia Murilo

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

cbd bosmail@co.santa-cruz.ca.us
Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:58 AM
CSO BOSMAIL
Agenda Comments

Meeting Date: 1/15/2013 Item Number: 45

Name: Stuart Langdoc Email: stulangdoc@verizon.net

Address: 17680 Bruce Ave.

Monte Sereno, CA 95030
Phone: 408-395-1167

Comments:
Item 45 1/14/13

A very large amount oflead birdshot and clay pigeon debris lies on the slope under the LARAGC skeet range,
and water runs downhil over and through it and into Castle Rock State Park and the San Lorenzo River
watershed. Nowhere in all of the LARAGC plans and Santa Cruz County analysis have I seen a physical
characterization of the accumulated lead birdshot pellets, which have been, are, and wil be the source of lead
pollution within Castle Rock State Park. A reasonable estimate of how much tota11ead there is and its
distribution on the site seems necessary to determine what might be expected to happen to it in the future over
time.

It appears that the lead birdshot that is already there, some of which has already migrated, plus deposits in the
future are going to migrate at some rate into Castle Rock State Park over time. It seems reasonable that this
should be addressed effectively to justify not requiring lead removal from the firing range site to prevent further
lead migration into the park. Shotgun waddings have been found several miles down the San Lorenzo River,
showing us that material moves from the Gun Club property well into the Park.

It would be comforting to understand that the park wil not be harmed from lead migration from the Los Altos
Rod and Gun Club. What I have seen to date describes the past and perhap s the present but nothing that
convincingly anticipates the future.

Stuart Langdoc
Long term Castle Rock State Park volunteer
17680 Bruce Ave.
?Monte Sereno, CA 95030?408-395-1167
stulangdoc@verizon.net
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